Sacked: A Novel (A Gridiron Novel Book 1)

What he wants he gets... ? Knox Masters is
a quarterbacks worst nightmare. Warrior.
Champion.And...virgin. Knox knows what
he wants--and he gets it. All
AmericanFootball player? Check. NFL
pros scouting him? Check. Now, hes sethis
sight on two things. The national title. And
Ellie Campbell. Sure,shes the sister of his
fellow teammate, but thats not going to
stophim. Especially not when hes
convinced Ellie is the one. ? ...but hes
never met her before. But Ellie isnt as
sure. Shes trying to start a new life and
shes not interested in a relationship...with
anyone.Beside its not justher cardinal rule
of never dating her brothers teammates that
keeps her away, but Elliehas a dark secret
that would jeopardize everything Knox is
pursuing. Knox has no intention of losing.
Ellie has no intention of giving in.
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